
Aditya Dugar
E-mail: aditya.dugar94@gmail.com Mobile: 8130905207
Address:  41 Godavari Aptts. Alaknanda, New Delhi - 110019

I want to solve complex customer needs and make an impact at scale. I have learned more through real life than in
school/college. Looking forward to working in a company with strong fundamentals and customer obsession.

Work Experience

Om Agencies, Delhi - Sales Associate Intern April ‘22 - June ‘22
Added an MRR of Rs 5 lakhs from scratch by identifying a new business segment for a rice product in the
unorganized HORECA market through market research and customer interaction.

Self-Initiative project - Agrotech mushroom farming Dec ‘22 - March’22
Build a profitable mushroom farming business of Rs 20,000 profit per month within 3 months,
from conceptualization to managing the entire product life-cycle.

East India Auto, Delhi - Industrial Internship June ‘20 - July ‘20
15% decrease in the production time of project delivery by building an internal productivity system to
improve processes.

IET chapter in VIT, Vellore (Institute of Engineering and Technology) Dec ‘17 - Nov ‘19
Managed multiple stakeholders while working in the operations and permissions department to organize the
VITTUC event with over 400 participants, along with many other events and workshops throughout the year.

Education

Vellore Institute of Technology, Vellore -   (8.88 CGPA) 2017-2021
B.Tech -  Mechanical with specialization in Energy Engineering

Birla Vidya Niketan, Delhi -   (95%) 2016-2017
Class XII (CBSE)

Birla Vidya Niketan, Delhi -   (10 CGPA) 2014-2015
Class X (CBSE)

Achievements

1. Merit scholarship for 3rd university ranking in Mechanical Engineering specialized in Energy.
2. I am an ‘Embark Fellow’, selected amongst the top 2% candidates out of 4,55,534 students who signed

up for Embark 2021, based on the top 6 skills needed to be a product manager.
3. As the Maths secretary in high school, led a team of 7 members to organize the entire maths

competition with participation (1.5x increase from the previous year) of more than 35 reputed schools.
4. Taught unprivileged students basic English and Computer skills for two months as a volunteer at

Prayas NGO.
5. Merit scholarship award in academic performance in X standard.

Interests

Play badminton, Watch standup comedy, Travel to unexploited places and Explore new street food.
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